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Abstract

Are today’s neologisms indicating that we are all a bunch of pessimists? New words are

produced at the rapid rate of about 15 per day and distributed online. Some words last only a week

contained to a small circle of friends while others find a permanent residence in the dictionary.

But, as with the words that came before them, they are subject to the force of language evolution.

We track a set of neologisms in their first few years of life to see how their semantics and their

sentiment may have changed over time by embedding them in a 100-dimensional vector space

and comparing their placement with respect to a word axis. We analyze the e↵ectiveness of

this type of measurement neologism evolution, and find that specific axes provide a great tool to

analyzing neologism sentiment and semantics, and also that neologisms seem more mobile in the

vector space that common words.

1 Introduction

Newly coined words, or neologisms, while making up a very small fraction of the one million words
in the English language, hold a lot of potential for giving insight into the mechanics of language
evolution. According to the Global Language Monitor1, a neologism is produced about every 98
minutes, totaling to about 5400 new words per year. However, only about 1000 of these ever make
it into the dictionary.

This paper investigates ten neologisms that have been made popular in this decade, examining their
evolution over their first few years of life, from 2011-2016. Identifying neologisms in a corpus is well

1
http://www.languagemonitor.com/global-english/no-of-words/
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studied [3-5], and there is also much qualitative discussion on why a neologism eventually might
become a common word. However, very little quantitative work has been done in the way of seeing
how these neologisms change before they become common words. We believe that by more closely
inspecting a neologism’s evolution in the first few years of its use, we could understand why they
shift the way we do. Ultimately this might be able to shed light on what might cause a neologism
to last in comparison to the ones that do not make it.

We analyze the change in words with a tool called Word2Vec, introduced by Mikolov et al. [1] in
2013. We then measured how neologisms move in a latent vector space by projecting them onto
a word axis, such as good-bad. This allows us to see changes in sentiment (i.e. moving closer to
good or bad), as well as defining a neologism’s semantics, such as using the boat-together axis for
the neologism ship.

2 Word2Vec Review

Word2Vec is a tool for natural language processing algorithms. It creates vector representations, or
neural word embeddings, of words from unstructured text. The latent embeddings are designed so
that similar words will be clustered closely together in that vector space, whether they are similar
in definition or similar in context. For example, we would expect that the words cat, dog, and
hamster might be close together as both mammals and house pets, and likewise that homework,

teachers, and stress might be nearby as they pertain to ideas related to school.

In this project we use the word vectors output from Word2Vec as a tool to measure the change in
a neologism over time, that is, how it will move in the vector space. Word2Vec can be run with
multiple di↵erent models and training algorithms [1], but for this paper we will focus on the ones
that were used for our program, provided by Deeplearning4j2. Other Word2Vec versions can be
found at [6, 7].

2.1 Word2Vec’s Skip-Gram Model

In order to learn the neural word embedding of each word from unstructured text, Word2Vec
optimizes its learning algorithm using the Skip-gram model, introduced by Mikolov et al. [2]. The
objective of the Skip-gram model, seen in Figure 3, is to learn word vectors, or word embeddings,
that can accurately predict nearby words.

2
https://deeplearning4j.org/word2vec
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Figure 1: The Skip-gram model

The objective function is defined as
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where T is the number of training words w and c is the context window size. For example, if c = 1,
this would mean summing over the first word on each side of the center target word wt, whereas if
c = 2, this would mean summing over the first two words on each side of wt. As a more concrete
example, take the sentence “the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog”. For c = 2, Figure 2
shows the context-target pairs for the first three words, and then converts them to input-output
pairs that will be iterated over in the objective function.

Figure 2: Skip-gram Objective Function Word-Target Pairs

In the Skip-gram’s objective function, p(wt+j |wt) stands for the probability of the context word
given the target word. This probability is assumed to have the following “softmax” form

exp (v0
wO

> vwI )PW
w=1 exp (v

0
wO

> vwI )
.

Here vwI and v0
wO stand for the input (I) and output (O) vectors of w, and W is the number of

words in the vocabulary. We can see that nearby words will have a higher softmax contribution,
making them more likely.
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The di�culty with the softmax function is it requires computing the normalization constant, which
requires summing over all pairs of words, making the computation time proportional to W , which
for our data set was around 18,000-20,000 words. Thus, we instead look for an approximation to
lessen the computation time.

2.2 Approximating the Softmax Function

A few suggested approximations to the softmax function include the hierarchical softmax, Noise
Contrastive Estimation (NCE), and Negative sampling (NEG) [2]. According to a study done by
Mikolov et al. [2], Negative sampling has been the most e�cient approximation of the three.

Negative sampling has the objective function JNEG defined as

log �(v0
wO

> vwI ) +
kX

i=1

Ewi⇠Pn(w)

h
log �(�v0

wO

> vwI )
i
.

Here, �(x) represents the binary logistic regression probability 1/(1+ exp (x)). The left-hand term
calculates the sum over k words chosen from a noise distribution Pn(w), which represents random
context words in the data set. In our concrete example “the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog”, the word sheep would be a noise word so the input-output pair (brown, sheep) would be
one we want to minimize the probability of, as opposed to (brown, fox) which is in the data set
which we want to maximize the probability of. The goal of Negative sampling is to both maximize
the probability of context-target pairs that are in the data set, and minimizing the probability of
context-target pairs that are from the noise distribution. The expectation is typically approximated
by Monte Carlo sampling.

2.3 Training the Skip-gram Model

The Skip-gram model, along with many other neural network models, is trained using stochastic
gradient descent (SGD).

Figure 3: Stochastic Gradient Descent

SGD takes all of the input-output word vector pairs and splits the set into smaller batches of
input-output pairs. It will then iterate over one batch, change the vector parameters to make a
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step toward the maximum of JNEG, then iterates over another batch, and so on and so forth.
Unlike normal gradient descent, which iterates over all pairs before making a change in parameters
and eventually converges to the maximum, SGD instead converges very close to the maximum
with careful implementation. For Word2Vec’s objective, close to the maximum is good enough to
create accurate word embeddings. Most importantly, this drastically decreases the computation
time when working with very large data sets because it does not require iterating over the entire
data set for each update to the vector parameters, and instead only a fraction of them.

3 Method

3.1 Selected Neologisms

For this study, we selected ten neologisms that have diverse characteristics described below. We
also wanted these neologisms to be popular enough to have a high frequency of occurrences on
Reddit. By having a large number of occurrences of these words in our training corpus we would
then have more trustworthy word vectors given by Word2Vec.

Figure 4: The Ten Selected Neologisms

The neologisms are a collection of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and each has some interesting
properties. The words dab, ship, and troll are neologisms with double meanings—their definitions
as neologisms, but also their definitions before they were neologisms (i.e. troll is both an ugly
mythical being but also a person who deliberately o↵ends). The words bromance and photobomb

are emerging in popular culture. The word yolo is actually an abbreviation, though still treated
as a word in its own right. The words lightsaber and hipster are not popular neologisms within
the time frame we studied, but were neologisms in recent history, and were chosen to see how they
might di↵er from the current popular neologisms.

3.2 Word Axis Measurement

Our method for measuring how a neologism changes over time in this vector space is what we will
call a ‘word axis measurement’. We take two words in our corpus that we believe have a stable
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relative location in the vector space and create an axis between them, and then compare how the
neologism is located with respect to it and how this location shifts with time.

In Figure 5 below, the dashed lines represent the vectors given by Word2Vec for the neologism and
two axis words, with locations in space N,A1, and A2, respectively. The perpendicular distance of
the neologism to the word axis is then located at point I.

Figure 5: Geometric View of the Word Axis Measurement

The first value we calculate is the fractional distance of the neologism along the word axis:

fraction of distance along axis =

��!
A1N ·���!A1A2���

���!
A1A2

���
2 .

If the neologism is oriented between the two axis words (as in the figure above), this returns a value
between 0 and 1, where 0 is close to the axis word 1. It can also give us a negative value, indicating
a neologism word vector oriented closer to axis word 1 and further away from axis word 2, or vice
versa for values greater than 1.

The second calculation is the distance of the neologism away from the word axis:

fraction of distance away from axis =

���
�!
NI

���
���
���!
A1A2

���

This value gives us an idea of if the neologism is close to our word axis at all, because if it is not,
then the first value we calculated is essentially meaningless.

By using this kind of measurement, we hope to be able to investigate a neologism’s change in senti-
ment and semantics. We can choose axis words that are polar in sentiment to gauge a neologism’s
sentiment, or axis words that have di↵erent meanings to gauge a neologism’s semantics. While
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this measurement does limit us to only comparing two words at a time, we hope this can lay the
groundwork for how we can measure neologism evolution using a vector space.

3.2.1 Selected Axes

For each of the ten neologisms, six axes were chosen, five of which were used across all of the
neologisms, and one which is uniquely relevant to the neologism.

Figure 6: The Six Selected Axes

The first three axes were chosen as typical positive-negative sentimental measurements. The is-

isn’t axis was meant to be a check to see if any double-negatives were appearing, such as a word
being close to cool but also isn’t indicating ‘not cool’. The new-old axis was chosen to see if the
contexts neologisms were used in indicated that people knew it was a new rather than old word.
The unique axes for each neologism were chosen to investigate either their semantics or learn some
other interesting feature of the word.

3.3 Word2Vec Text Input

Word2Vec trains on a file of unstructured text. While many large text files are available online
[8, 9], such as Google News, this project required text input that contains many occurrences of
neologisms, which often occurs in less formal contexts than Google News. Other requirements were
that our source had an API to access its contents, and that it had a lot of content, as Word2Vec
trains more accurately the more data it has to train on3. Thus, for this study we drew our data
from Reddit4.

3.3.1 PRAW

The package we used to access contents on Reddit was the Python Reddit API Wrapper5. For each
file, we used Amazon CloudSearch to search for comments containing a neologism and that were
posted in a specific time frame. For example, (and timestamp:1293840000..1325375999

’bromance’) will search for instances of ‘bromance’ from January 1 to December 12 of 2011.
Reddit would then return a list of subreddits, which we would iterate through, and retrieve all

3
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

4
https://www.reddit.com/

5
https://praw.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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submissions in that subreddit, and finally iterate through all the comments in each submission,
recording all comments that contained the neologism to a text file.

We collected a total of 60 files: one per each of 10 neologisms and for each of the 6 years 2011-2016.
We then ran each of the files through a data-cleaner to rid them of unnecessary punctuation, Reddit
user or subreddit references, and hyperlinks to help limit noise data in training Word2Vec.

3.3.2 Compiling the Training Files

While it would be ideal to simply compile the data of all neologisms for one year into one file and
train those total 6 files separately to see how the neologisms changed per year, a bit more thought
was needed to get accurate results. Word2Vec trains more accurately when it 1) has a large data
set to train on, and 2) sees a specific word frequently so it has plenty of references to learn from.
Neologisms are much less frequent in the corpus than common words, and a trial run showed that
training Word2Vec on the raw collected data resulted in unstable results. This meant that for the
same file (i.e. the same year), the neologism’s vector position fluctuated due to SGD, thus making
it impossible to see how its position changed over time when it was not stable within the same time
period.

To help combat these issues, the final input files were compiled as follows: the raw file that contained
the specific neologism’s comments for one year was doubled, creating a new file that had the original
file’s contents written twice. This will help alleviate both problems addressed above by providing
not only more data but also twice as many occurrences of the neologisms. Then all other text files
that did not pertain to the neologism (i.e. 55 of the 60 raw files) were appended to the doubled text
file. A diagram of the first step of this process is seen in Figure 7 for a data set of four neologisms
hangry, hipster, lightsaber, and photobomb. The diagram is then repeated for hipster where the red
box surrounds all hangry, lightsaber, and photobomb files and each individual hipster file is added to
the red box to make the new file, and then similarly repeated for lightsaber and finally photobomb.

Figure 7: Diagram of Compilation of Training File
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The files on the right-hand side of the diagram then became the input files which Word2Vec trained
on. In total this created 60 separate training files.

3.4 Creating the Axis Graphs

3.4.1 Word2Vec Output

Word2Vec then trained on these 60 input files using Deeplearning4j. For each file of those 60 files,
we ran Word2Vec 15 times, and with each run it wrote a new CSV file of the 100-dimensional
coordinates for each word it plotted into its vector space. We used the repetition of the run on
the same file as a check to see how stable the words in the vector space remained when no other
parameters were changed. In total this had a grand sum of 900 coordinate files, each of which
contained around 3.1 million words.

3.4.2 Collecting the Vector Data

The next step was to create a table that would, for each neologism, for each year, for each axis, for
each of the repeated 15 file runs, calculate the fractional distance of the neologism along the axis
and the fractional distance of the neologism away from the axis. To do so, we wrote a program
that collected the vector coordinates for the neologism and two axis words from the coordinate
file, and from those calculated the intersection vector and thereby the two fraction values. Finally,
since for each neologism for each axis for each year there were 15 runs, the program would take the
average of these runs as well as the standard deviation, and the end result would be a table such
as in Figure 9 for the word yolo, where “frac1” is the fraction along the axis, and “frac2” is the
fraction away from the axis, and the n indicates that the neologism was not seen enough times in
the training file for Word2Vec to write it in its vector space, and thus was not in the coordinate
file.
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Figure 8: Axes Calculations

3.4.3 Making the Graphs

The final step was to plot the above results in a graph. For each neologism there would be six
graphs, where each graph would show its word axis along the x-axis, and the neologism’s location
against the axis would be plotted as separate points for each year. The x-axis coordinate then
represents the fractional distance along the word axis and the y-axis coordinate represents the
distance away from the word axis. An example of lightsaber is shown below.

Figure 9: Lightsaber Plot

A typical distance of any randomly-selected word in the corpus away from the word axis would be
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about 1.5 or higher. In other words, it is just as likely that the word water or purple will be located
at distance 1.5 or higher on the y-axis as the neologism.

4 Results

4.1 Comparing for Word Association

4.1.1 Sentimental Axes

Along the three sentimental axes, we see that the good-bad axis provides insignificant results, as the
neologisms tend to be located about 1.5 or higher on the y-axis every year. However, the sad-happy
and cool-lame axes provide more significant results. More surprisingly, we see a general trend for
the neologisms to be more clustered around the negative words sad and lame.

Figure 10: Good-Bad Axis
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Figure 11: Sad-Happy Axis

Figure 12: Cool-Lame Axis

There are many possibilities for why these neologisms might be sentimentally negative. It could be
that people generally see these words in a negative light. It could be that any randomly-selected
word is closer to these negative words, and the neologisms are no exception. It could be that Reddit
is simply a negative website, and so all contexts will be negative. More specific inquiries to try
these hypotheses would be needed to confirm why we see these results.

However, we might be able to contradict the statement that neologisms are negative when observing
the results of the is-isn’t axis. More significantly than any of the sentiment adjective axes, the
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neologisms strongly cluster around the word isn’t. It is possible, perhaps, that while a neologism
might be sad or lame, it may also not be. Again, this is a question we would need to explore more
deeply to understand.

Figure 13: Is-Isn’t Axis

4.1.2 Unique Axes

Many of the unique axes for each neologism provided spectacular findings about why using a word
axis as a measurement of change is useful.

To begin with, for the three neologisms that have double meanings, dab, ship, and troll, we saw a
much stronger association with axis words closer to their traditional definition rather than their
neologism definition. For the most part, this is probably indicitave of how the data was collected, as
although the neologisms are popular, they occur much less frequently than their older counterparts,
and thus when typing the word into the search bar, it is more likely that the results returned will
pertain to the old usage. At the same time, this might also tell us that neologisms are much less
frequently written about than spoken of than their counterparts.
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Figure 14: Neologisms with Double Meaning Axes

The unique axis for hipster is a perfect example of how the axis measurement can be used to
analyze the semantic meaning of a word. A hipster is defined as “a person who follows the latest
fashions, especially those that are outside the cultural mainstream”, and furthermore is “typically
a young person”. When projected against the young-old axis, we see that hipster is much closer to
the word young than the word old, and in fact is very far away from old.

Figure 15: Hipster New-Old Axis

Finally, the biggest advantage of this measurement and using Word2Vec can be seen through the
following three plots. In each, we get a glimpse of what type of contexts these neologisms are used
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in. For hangry we see a very strong cluster around hungry rather than angry—we might expect this
because when we are hungry, this can make us angry, but when we are angry, it is less common that
this is just because we are hungry. For the unique axis for photobomb, we see a trend of people’s
reactions to its use: it starts o↵ as annoying, becomes funny, and then becomes annoying again.
This is an amusing insight because it might suggest that when an activity becomes popular then it
is funny, but with time and overusage it starts to simply become annoying. Lastly, the yolo axis is
incredibly interesting because it shows a battle between context and definition. While yolo stands
for “you only live once”, so we might expect it to be close to the word life based on semantics, we
instead see it is just as close to the word death. This is because yolo is often used as a reason to
do something one might otherwise not do to try it before we die.

Figure 16: Axes Influenced by Context

4.2 Comparing for Year-to-Year Movement

Now setting aside which axis word the neologisms are closer to, we want to investigate how these
neologisms move in space over time. To do so, we ran the same method described above to collect
five common words, giving us data on the words bird, friendship, green, run, and save. We then
compared how these words moved over time against the good-bad and cool-lame axis in comparison
to the neologisms. A sample is shown in Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 17: Good-Bad Axis
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Figure 18: Cool-Lame Axis

As you can see, the common words are much less mobile in the vector space than the neologisms
with respect to these axes. These results suggest that neologisms are much more flexible in their
sentiment in their first few years of life than words that have been in language for a long time.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we investigated how we could measure the change in semantics and sentiment of
neologisms in their first few years of life. We treat them as vectors and then measure them against
a sentiment or semantic word axis. We observed that this approach can give us some great insight
into a neologism’s evolution. On the sentiment side, we saw that with a good choice of an axis, we
can gauge a neologism’s sentiment on a positive-negative scale. On the semantic side, it seems we
can also use the axis measurement as a way to help define a word, as we saw with the unique axis
for hipster.

On the whole, this paper brings into light a new approach on measuring change in neologisms. An
important understanding of our work so far is that we will find more insight into our measurement
based on the axis we choose to measure the neologism against–for example, good-bad gave little
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insight into the sentiment of the neologisms, but cool-lame did. Thus, it would be very important
in the future to compare our neologisms against a multitude of di↵erent axes to try and discern
which axes more precisely define the sentiment or semantics of a word.

Perhaps more importantly than trying other axes would be to draw not only more training data
to train Word2Vec on, but also new data from a corpus other than Reddit. Since Word2Vec trains
better the more data it has, we can trust our results more the more data we have, and we can also
trust that our data is not skewed to certain positive or negative contexts because we have drawn
from more than one source. Moreover, some neologisms might have very di↵erent vector orienta-
tions if drawn from di↵erent sites: for example, ship is likely to be much more closely associated
to its neologism definition than its old one if our data was drawn from a fanfiction website.

Then most obviously, there are hundreds of more neologisms we could study. While for this project
we focused on neologisms that were very popular and widely used in our corpus, if we were able to
draw from more corpuses then we might also be able to study neologisms that do not have to be
as popular and frequently used. While these variables can help us further explore the utility of our
axis measurement, there are of course many other ways to explore how a word “changes” over time
using our Word2Vec model. Examples might include seeing how the closest words to the neologism
in the vector space alter over time; if we could normalize how Word2Vec orients its vector space, we
could see how the coordinates of a neologism move; or we could calculate a velocity of a neologism
in the vector space.

The ultimate ambitions for this project are to answer some questions that might give us a deeper
understanding of language evolution. To start, can we predict which neologisms will stay in the
language? Can we predict new words that will be needed in the future? Is it true that most of the
new words we are creating are negative, and what might that tell us about our perspective on the
world now? Once we have some answers to these questions, we can begin to tackle the questions
of why a word will change. Eventually, perhaps once we understand how this language evolution
happens in small time frames, this will give us great insight into how language evolution occurs as
a whole.
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